ABOUT US

WHAT WE DO
Bespoke exhibition
stand design

Office design
and layout

Commercial
interior design
and installation

Retail store
design and shop
installation

01EX’s team is made up of creative
exhibition and retail designers,
strategic
planners,
in-house
project managers and build
craftsmen exclusively dedicated
to deliver bespoke exhibition
stands, office, commercial and
retail solutions for businesses,
brands and agencies across the
world. Starting from basic layout
and initial concept designs to
manufacturing and installation, our
team can provide support at all the
stages of your project.
We understand the challenges
and stress faced by our clients
when it comes to organising and
planning
their
company’s
exhibition, creating a stimulating,
efficient and effective showroom or
simply bringing to life a retail
space. It is with this understanding
in mind that we have always aimed
at and succeeded in becoming an
allied and reliable helping hand…
To “Make It Happen – Since 2001”.
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THE ART OF
COORDINATING
Your journey begins with a free initial consultation for your
bespoke design, where 01EX will assign a dedicated manager
to oversee your project from start to finish. Their role is to act as
your main point of contact and aid the process by:
•

Listening and understanding your organisation needs and
objectives
• Giving expert advice and guidance throughout your
design and build
•
Providing support with planning, definition of objectives,
timeline and milestones for your project
• Producing and discussing with you a budget, plan and quote
for our services
• Liaising with our in-house back office, design, graphics and
production teams and coordinate all project related tasks
• Engaging with exhibition organisers to ensure that planning,
exhibition regulations and H&S risk assessment requirements
are met
• Coordinating any hiring of catering equipment, furniture,
plants and decoration for your exhibition stand/booth
• Coordinating transport and delivery of all goods and services
• Sourcing audio visual as well as any other equipment aimed
to attract and enhance visitor’s experience
• Managing on-site installation activities and final delivery of
the exhibition stand build
• Coordinating the dismantling of the exhibition stand then and
storage or disposal of the stand

The various elements of your project are carefully crafted by our
team of expert designers. They work with colours, imagery,
lighting and shapes, creating the environment you've
envisioned, no matter how unique. As expert designers we
come fully equipped with the latest in computer simulation,
allowing us to prepare complete 3D designs before any
expense is made on materials. Here's an overview of our design
team's various activities;

FULFILL

Converting the brief you made with your project manager's
into initial concept drawings
• Moving onto more detailed and finished 3D renderings to
help get closer to the final design
• Fine tuning alongside the quote to capture the final 'perfect
vision'
• Creating 'walkthroughs' that will help inform on form and
function, putting practicality as equal in importance to
aesthetics
•
Producing the drawings, plans and technical blueprints
required for internal facilities managements or for external
requirements such as planning permission
• Adapting designs as per feedback from the above

MODEL

•

CONCEPT

CAPTURING YOUR
VISION
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BRINGING IT
TO LIFE
At 01EX we have a huge team of over 30 skilled craftsmen to
deliver your design using whatever combination of skills,
experience and expertise is required. Our huge manufacturing
facility exists over 23,000 sq.ft and is equipped with all the
various tools required for complex, modern commercial
interiors.
We set ourselves apart by providing all sign fabrication and
printing requirements on-site which gives a greater level of
quality control and better ability to respond and react to
changes that will crop up throughout the duration of the project.
Within our workshop you will find a variety of joiners and
woodworker who as skilled in the various digital CAD programs
we use as they are in the physical aspect and materials involved
with crafting the various elements of your build.
Our decorators will be making sure of the perfect finish, using
their emulsions, stains and wallpapers to complete the project,
while our own electricians and audio visual experts will install
whatever spotlights, downlights and floodlights you've chosen,
along with TVs, projectors, big screens and speakers the space
requires.

Here are just a few ways in which we strive to offer a full,
end-to-end solution;

STORE

• Heavy investment in our fleets of vans, trucks and lorries to
ensure we have full flexibility and control of our projects
• Using our design and manufacturing team throughout the
install to a ensure a smooth transition from concept to reality
• We offer year round storage solutions for customers that may
have cyclical or seasonal requirements
• Where possible we design with sustainability and reusability
in mind to support 01EX's environmental policies
•
Encouraging a new wave of skilled workers through
professional development schemes
• Focussing on supply chain relationships to ensure trust and
reliability

INSTALL

One of our core beliefs is that control over the logistical and
operational side of our business is a critical as good creative.
They are the added value services that allow us to deliver
excellent customer service when delivering and installing your
commercial interior design.

HAUL

OUR FULL
SERVICE
OPERATION
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PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

CREATIVE
3D DESIGN

Taking care of your project
from concept to completion
and ensuring a smooth
process throughout.

Creating bespoke, creative
photo-realistic 3D images
and technical drawings.

IN-HOUSE
MANUFACTURING

GRAPHIC
PRODUCTION

Skilled joiners, decorators
and electricians working to
give you the best quality
finish.

Providing you with effective
visual communication and
fitted by our in-house
professionals.

INSTALLATION
& LOGISTICS

STORAGE
FACILITIES

Your project delivered,
installed and dismantled all
by our crew for a care-free
experience.

Once done your project
can be stored in our dry
and secure storage for
your next event.

OUR WORK
A small selection of the projects
thatwe have completed for our clients

BESPOKE EXHIBITION STAND
COMPLETE DESIGN AND BUILD

KOMMERLING
UK office of the German group Profine GmbH (profine UK)
entrusted 01EX and top brand consultancy agency Switch
to develop and deliver their vision for promoting their
global leading brand Kömmerling at the FIT Show 2019,
UK’s only dedicated event for the window, door, flat glass,
and components market.
01EX, as part of a concerted team effort, oversaw the
stand design, manufacturing, lighting, graphics
production and decoration for the exhibition. The provided
principles for the design were clear, profine UK wanted
more than just
displaying Kömmerling products. It was important to guide
visitors in a journey, to tell them a story with their products.
Equally important was to capture the true essence of their
“Global Player Local Partner” business culture, provide a
platform to showcase their partnerships and offer a hint of
what it is to come soon.

December 2019 saw the 01EX team head over to Paris
for the Food Ingredients Europe show supporting
Olam - a food ingredients distributor who wished to
display their range of nuts, spices, cocoa and
chocolate in a unique and engaging
fashion.
Working alongside marketing agency
Switch, 01 delivered a stunning double
deck stand with a fully equipped bar
and hospitality area and product
display walls.

OLAM

Olam wanted their theme to represent an art gallery,
with several artistic installations made from
ingredients and impressive AV solutions to bring the
product stories to life.

This hospitality driven stand was delivered for Enersys at IMHX. The client wanted
minimal product display onto the aisle to attract passers by and a large amount of
central space dedicated to hosting visitors.
By day the Enersys stand was a chic meet and greet coffee area with various
seating options for their guests, then by night it transformed into a fun cocktail bar
with a full sound system and party lighting for entertaining.

ENERSYS

Our impressive peninsular exhibition stand design,
manufacturing and installation solution for Blue Canyon at the
Spring Fair was a real stand-out at the show.
The challenge was to provide a solution that could successfully
incorporate as much shelving as possible, to showcase a wide
array and number of products, and dividing the space into
specific areas whilst retaining a modern and contemporary look
which could be re-used at future shows.
Featuring bright pops of colour, LED detail, plenty of graphics
and cleverly designed bespoke product display units, this
stand was extremely popular throughout the event. Our final
reward was to receive the excellent
feedback from our client, to learn how
impressed the their visitors were and to
know how successful was the show for them.

BLUE
CANYON

RETAIL STORE DESIGN AND
SHOP INTERIOR INSTALLATION

Starting in a much smaller shop environment Paddington
decided to expand into a new, larger space. We worked
with the restrictions of the shop being in a listed building in
a train station, meaning we had to work around structural
columns and specific ceilings that couldn’t be covered or
fixed to.
We needed to squeeze as much shelving in as we possibly
could into a restricted space whilst maintaining a nice flow
of traffic around the shop. We put a fun spin on the
Paddington theme by incorporating large marmalade jars
and feature suitcase shelving, utilising eye-catching
graphics to bring the space to life.

PADDINGTON

Before Blackheath Products had the 01EX full treatment, the room was just
a typical trade counter with dull displays. Feedback from their customers
was that ‘you had to know what you wanted before you went in to order’ as
there were no browsing opportunities.

BLACKHEATH
PRODUCTS

The company is predominantly a decorative sheet material supplier that
also supply kitchens, worktops, tools and ancillary fixtures. Our design,
manufacturing and installation solution transformed their showroom from a
work person trade only area to somewhere that any consumer customer
could come in to browse products and gather inspiration for their
own projects.

COMMERCIAL INTERIOR
DESIGN AND INSTALLATION

Luxury homeware products, especially glass is a real challenge to showcase beautifully in a showroom
context. The lighting needs to be precise, the merchandising of each element must be sensitively curated,
and the overall structure must not distract or shield the delicate products. Our design approach was to use
a modern clean and stunning glass and stainless steel structure, enhanced with low consumption
spotlights and complemented by an entertainment bar to make sure that many closed deals could be
celebrated in style.
01EX have subsequently designed a series of showrooms for Utopia’s sites around the country as well as
fitting out interior elements at our client’s home. A real testament to the exceptional high standards,
attention to detail and quality of our workmanship.
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REHAU
A simple showroom fit out for Rehau saw us
incorporating large, informative feature graphics
as wall cladding, LED details, storage counters
and a central product display area. Around the
space we included touch screen tablets for a
personalised interactive feature.
In addition to updating Rehau’s showroom we
worked with the client at numerous trade shows,
ensuring their brand had continuity from the office
to the exhibition halls.

Thank you for taking the time to look
through our brochure.
If you have any upcoming projects
where we can help, please don’t
hesitate to get in touch with one of our
friendly team for a non-obligation
design and quote.

Address
01EX
Unit 1 Bescot Crescent
Walsall
WS1 4DL
Telephone
+44 (0) 1922 635853
email
hello@01ex.com
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THANK YOU

